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Abstract
We investigate the equivalence of quantum states under local unitary
transformations. A complete set of invariants under local unitary trans-
formations is presented for a class of non-generic three-qubit mixed
states. It is shown that two such states in this class are locally equiva-
lent if and only if all these invariants have equal values for them.
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Quantum entangled states are playing very important roles in quantum information pro-
cessing and quantum computation [1]. As the properties of entanglement of a multipartite
quantum system remain invariant under local unitary transformations on the subsystems,
the entanglement can be characterized by all the invariants of the local unitary transforma-
tions. The trace norms of realigned or partial transposed density matrices in entanglement
measure and separability criteria are some of these invariants [2]. Invariants are also rel-
evant in the discussions of Bell inequalities [3, 4] and teleportation, etc. [5]. A complete
set of invariants gives rise to the classification of the quantum states under local unitary
transformations. Two quantum states are locally equivalent if and only if all these invariants
have equal values for these states. For bipartite mixed states, a generally non-operational
method has been presented to compute all the invariants of local unitary transformations in
[6, 7]. In [8], the invariants for general two-qubit systems are studied and a complete set of
18 polynomial invariants is presented. In [9, 10], complete sets of invariants for some classes
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of density matrices have been presented. The invariants for tripartite pure states have been
also studied [11].
In [12], the invariants for three qubits states have been discussed. A complete set of
invariants for generic mixed states are presented. In this paper we investigate the invariants
for non-generic three-qubit states, and present some new invariants for a class of such
nongeneric three-qubit states. These invariants plus the invariants given in [12] make the
complete set of invariants for these states. Any two of these density matrices are locally
equivalent if and only if all these invariants have equal values for these density matrices.
The density matrices of three qubits may be written as :
ρ =
1
8
(I2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2 + αiσi ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2 + βiI2 ⊗ σi ⊗ I2 + γiI2 ⊗ I2 ⊗ σi
+Rijσi ⊗ σj ⊗ I2 + Sijσi ⊗ I2 ⊗ σj + TijI2 ⊗ σi ⊗ σj +Qijkσi ⊗ σj ⊗ σk), (1)
where σi are pauli matrices, the repeated indices are assumed to be summed over from
1 to 3. If one considers the qubits as spin-1/2 particles, the three dimensional vectors
α = (α1, α2, α3), β = (β1, β2, β3), γ = (γ1, γ2, γ3) are their average spins in the state ρ,
while Rij, Sij , Tij are spin-spin correlators respectively, and Qijk are three spin correlators.
Any local unitary transformations on ρ can be represented by three corresponding 3 × 3
orthogonal real matrices of “spin rotation”, L, M, N ∈ SO(3, IR). The operation, L ⊗
M ⊗N , transforms ρ according to the following rules: α→ Lα, β → Mβ, γ → Nγ, R→
LRMT , S → LSNT , T →MTNT , Q(1) → LQ(1)MT ⊗NT , where the last relation can be
also written as: Q(2) →MQ(2)LT ⊗NT or Q(3) → NQ(3)LT ⊗MT , with
Q(1) =


Q111 Q112 Q113 Q121 Q122 Q123 Q131 Q132 Q133
Q211 Q212 Q213 Q221 Q222 Q223 Q231 Q232 Q233
Q311 Q312 Q313 Q321 Q322 Q323 Q331 Q332 Q333

 ,
Q(2) =


Q111 Q112 Q113 Q211 Q212 Q213 Q311 Q312 Q313
Q121 Q122 Q123 Q221 Q222 Q323 Q231 Q322 Q323
Q131 Q132 Q133 Q231 Q232 Q233 Q331 Q332 Q333

 ,
Q(3) =


Q111 Q121 Q131 Q211 Q221 Q231 Q311 Q321 Q331
Q112 Q122 Q132 Q212 Q222 Q232 Q312 Q322 Q332
Q113 Q123 Q133 Q213 Q223 Q233 Q313 Q323 Q333

 .
In [12], the authors discussed the local equivalence for states of three spin-1/2 particles
by fixing a canonical point on a generic orbit. And they presented an explicit finite set of
polynomial invariants to characterize the generic equivalent classes of three spin-1/2 particles
under local unitary transformations. In this paper we discuss the nongeneric classes in terms
of the canonical point.
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We use the notations in [12] by defining Xii′ =
∑
jk
QijkQi′jk, Yjj′ =
∑
ik
QijkQij′k,
Zkk′ =
∑
ij QijkQijk′. The matrices X, Y, Z are hermitian and positive. So they can be
diagonalized by proper rotations L, M, N respectively. And one can always arrange these
diagonal entries in decreasing order. In generic case, these entries are different, and the only
remaining transformations which keep the X, Y and Z in these diagonal forms are the local
unitary transformations which induce the orthogonal transformations such that L,M and
N are one of the matrices diag(1,−1,−1), diag(−1, 1,−1), or diag(−1,−1, 1).
On the generic orbits X, Y and Z have different eigenvalues respectively, and all the
components of Lα, Mβ, Nγ are not zero when X, Y, Z are transformed into diagonal
matrices by some L, M and N . A canonical point on the generic orbit is uniquely given
by specifying that X, Y and Z are diagonalized by some L, M and N and have distinct
eigenvalues, while all the components of Lα (Mβ resp. Nγ) have the same sign. The
generic orbits are thus parameterized by the components of α, β, γ, X, Y, Z and Q at the
canonical point on an orbit. The invariants that characterize the generic orbits are [12]
trXr, trY r, trZr, αTXr−1α, βTY r−1β, γTZr−1γ (2)
(α, Xα, X2α), (β, Y β, Y 2β), (γ, Zγ, Z2γ), (3)
αTXr−1RY s−1β, αTXr−1SZs−1γ, βTY r−1TZs−1γ, (4)
∑
ijk
(Xr−1α)i(Y
s−1β)j(Z
t−1γ)kQijk = α
TXr−1Q(1)(Y s−1 ⊗ Zt−1)(β ⊗ γ), (5)
where r, s, t = 1, 2, 3, (α, Xα, X2α) = ǫijkαi(Xα)j(X
2α)k. From these invariants, one can
uniquely solve the parameters α, β, γ, R, S, T and Q. Hence the equivalent class of generic
states are completely described by these invariants.
For the nongeneric case, the invariants above are not enough to specify an orbit under
local unitary transformations. We first discuss the non generic case that there is one and
only one zero component in α or β or γ at the canonical point on an orbit. Without loss of
generality, we suppose α3 = 0 and αiβjγk 6= 0, i = 1, 2, j, k = 1, 2, 3. Here we may specify
a canonical point by specifying that α1 ≥ 0, α2 ≥ 0 and the components of β (resp. γ) have
the same sign. From the invariants (2)-(5) one can solve αi, βj, γk and all the components
of R, S, T,Q, except for R3i, S3i and Q3ij , i, j = 1, 2, 3. To solve these components, we need
the following extra invariants:
(α, Xα, RY r−1β), (α, Xα, SZr−1γ), (α, Xα, Q(1)(Y r−1 ⊗ Zs−1)(β ⊗ γ)), (6)
where r, s = 1, 2, 3. In the case α3 = 0, there are three invariants from the first and the
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second expressions of (6) respectively:
α1α2(x
2
2 − x
2
1)
∑
R3iy
2(r−1)
i βi, α1α2(x
2
2 − x
2
1)
∑
S3iz
2(r−1)
i γi,
and nine invariants from the last formula:
α1α2(x
2
2 − x
2
1)
∑
Q3ijy
2(r−1)
i z
2(s−1)
j βiγj.
They can be written in matrix forms:
α1α2(x
2
2 − x
2
1)ΛFR3, α1α2(x
2
2 − x
2
1)ΘGS3, α1α2(x
2
2 − x
2
1)(ΛF )⊗ (ΘG)Q3,
where:
Λ =


1 1 1
y21 y
2
2 y
2
3
y41 y
4
2 y
4
3

 , Θ =


1 1 1
z21 z
2
2 z
2
3
z41 z
4
2 z
4
3

 ,
F = diag(β1, β2, β3), G = diag(γ1, γ2, γ3), R3 = (R31, R32, R33)
T , S3 = (S31, S32, S33)
T ,
Q3 = (Q311, Q312, Q313, Q321, Q322, Q323, Q331, Q332, Q333)
T . Since we assume that det(ΛF )
and det(ΘG) are not zero, the components R3i, S3i and Q3ij can be solved from these new
invariants.
When the zero entry is α1 or α2, the corresponding components R1i, S1i, Q1ij or
R2i, S2i, Q2ij can be also computed respectively by using the invariants in (6).
Similarly, when the zero entry is in β or γ, the extra invariants we need are
(β, Y β, RTXr−1α), (β, Y β, TZr−1γ), (β, Y β, Q(2)(Xr−1 ⊗ Zs−1)(α⊗ γ)) (7)
or
(γ, Zγ, STXr−1α), (γ, Zγ, T TY r−1β), (γ, Zγ, Q(3)(Xr−1 ⊗ Y s−1)(α⊗ β)) (8)
respectively, where r, s = 1, 2, 3.
As an examples of the above non generic states we set Rij = Sij = Tij = 0, α1 = α2 =
β1 = β2 = γ1 = γ2 = Q111, γ3 = β3 = Q333, Qijk = 0 except for i = j = k = 1, 2, 3
and Q111 6= Q222 6= Q333. According to the relations [13] between entries of ρ and the real
parameters related to ρ, we have the density matrix with real parameters:
ρ(a, b, c) =
1
8


1 + 3c ax ax 0 ax 0 0 a+ bi
ax¯ 1− c 0 ax 0 ax a− bi 0
ax¯ 0 1− c ax 0 a− bi ax 0
0 ax¯ ax¯ 1− c a + bi 0 0 ax
ax¯ 0 0 a− bi 1 + c ax ax 0
0 ax¯ a + bi 0 ax¯ 1 + c 0 ax
0 a+ bi ax¯ 0 ax¯ 0 1 + c ax
a− bi 0 0 ax¯ 0 ax¯ ax¯ 1− 3c


, (9)
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where a = Q111, b = Q222, c = Q333, x = 1 − i, x¯ = 1 + i. When a = ±0.1, b = 0, c ∈
(−0.3, 0.3), the matrix ρ(a, b, c) is positive. Moreover for the same c, the invariants given
above have the same values for ρ(0.1, 0, c) and ρ(−0.1, 0, c). So ρ(0.1, 0, c) and ρ(−0.1, 0, c)
are equivalent under local unitary transformations, i.e. they belong to the same orbit.
When there are two zero entries in the components (on the canonical point) of α, β, γ,
the problem is much more complicate. We first consider the case that the two zero entries
are in different vectors. We suppose that α3 = β3 = 0 and specify the canonical point in
the orbit by αi ≥ 0, βi ≥ 0, i = 1, 2. Then the invariants given above can determine all the
components of R, S, T,Q except for R33 and Q33i, i = 1, 2, 3. By introducing new invariants
trRRT and trQ(3)TZr−1Q(3) we can solve R233 and Q
2
33i in terms of these invariants. And
the new invariants (Q(3)TZr−1γ)2, r = 1, 2, 3 can determine the values of Q33iQ33j , i 6= j.
Therefore in this case we can get the value of |R33| and can determine Q33i up to a same
sign from the invariants.
For the case that the two zeros are in a same vector, we suppose α2 = α3 = 0, then we
can specify the canonical point as α1 ≥ 0 and βi (resp. γi) have same sign. In this case the
invariants given by (2)-(8) can only give us the values of R1i, S1i, Tij and Q1ij , where i, j =
1, 2, 3. The invariants trRY r−1RTXs−1, trSZr−1STXs−1, and trQ(1)TQ(1)(Y s−1⊗Zt−1) can
determine the values of R22i, R
2
3i, S
2
2i, S
2
3i and Q
2
kij, k = 2, 3, i, j = 1, 2, 3. By using the
invariants (Xr−1RY s−1β)2, (Xr−1SZs−1γ)2 and ((Y r−1⊗Zs−1)Q(1)TX t−1α)2 we can further
fix the values of RkiRkj, SkiSkj and QkilQkjl, QkliQklj, where k = 2, 3, i, j, l = 1, 2, 3, i 6= j.
So we can determine the values of the remaining components up to some sign.
When the zero entries are located in other places of the components of α, β and γ, the
new invariants can be similarly obtained. We summarize these invariants as follows:
trRY r−1RTXs−1, trSZr−1STXs−1, trTZr−1T TY s−1, (10)
trQ(1)TXr−1Q(1)(Y s−1 ⊗ Zt−1), (11)
(Xr−1RY s−1β)2, (Y r−1RTXs−1α)2, (Xr−1SZ−1γ)2,
(Zr−1STXs−1α)2, (Y r−1TZs−1γ)2, (Zr−1T TY s−1β)2, (12)
((Y r−1 ⊗ Zs−1)Q(1)TX t−1α)2, ((Xr−1 ⊗ Zs−1)Q(2)TY t−1β)2,
((Xr−1 ⊗ Y s−1)Q(3)TZt−1γ)2. (13)
The sign of the parameters can be further fixed for some detailed cases. For example,
with respect to the case that the two zeros are in different vectors, if not all of the invariants
of (β, Y β, TZr−1γ) or (α, Xα, SZr−1γ) are zero, then the entries of T3i or S3i are not all
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zero. We can then use invariants (α, Xα, RTZr−1γ) or (β, Y β, RTSZr−1γ) to determine
the sign ofR33 . And use the invariants (α, Xα, Q
(1)(Y r−1⊗Zs−1)T˜ ) or (β, Y β, Q(2)(Xr−1⊗
Zs−1)S˜) to determine the sign of Q33i. Where T˜ = (T11, T12, T13, T21, T22, T23, T31, T32, T33)
T
and similarly for S˜.
We have investigated the invariants for non-generic three-qubit states, and presented a
complete set of invariants for a class of nongeneric three-qubit quantum mixed states. Any
two of these density matrices are locally equivalent if and only if all these invariants have
equal values for these density matrices. For more complicated cases, e.g. there are more
zero entries in the components of α, β, γ in the canonical point of an orbit, by adding some
new invariants we can also determine the parameters R, S, T, Q up to a sign. However we
only know how to determine the sign by adding more new invariants for some special cases.
The problem for general cases is still open.
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